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Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 100 

SECTION – A 

 Answer any SIX questions. (6  4 = 24 marks)  

1. Salary. 

2. VAT. 

3. Turnover. 

4. Valuation date. 

5. Gratuity. 

6. Annual value. 

7. Casual income. 

8. Wealth tax. 

9. Assessment year. 

SECTION – B 

 Answer any TWO questions. (2  18 = 36 marks) 

10. What is Total Income “Under It-Act and how it computed”? 

11. Explain various exemptions allowed on income from salary. 

12. Explain the powers and functions of Sales Tax Authority. 

13. Define “Net Wealth” and discuss the scope of “Demand assets” under Wealth 

Tax Act. 
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SECTION – C 

 Answer any TWO questions. (2  20 = 40 marks) 

14. Mr. Harish (R) is employed at a salary of Rs. 6,200 p.m. He is also getting D.A. 
of Rs. 2,800 p.m. He receives Rs. 5,000 as bonus. On 30.5.2016, he retired from 
his services. He had services of 29 year’s and 5 months. He received  
Rs. 2,00,000 as gratuity under the payment of gratuity act. Compute his 
taxable gratuity for the A.Y. 2017-18. 

15. A.P. state has passed an act imposing 18% tax on annual income exceeding  
2.5 lakhs of Hindu Religions Temples for renovations and providing amenities 
to pilgrim. Discuss its validy if it challenged? 

16. ‘X’ has a net wealth of Rs. 20 lakhs on 1.4.2007. However due to fire accident 
on 01.03.2008. He last assets worth 6 lakhs. Decide the liability under the 
Wealth Tax Act. 

17. Mr. Raju is success lawyer. His wife work’s is his law firm and draw a salary of 
Rs. 25,000. While computing the total income for Mr. Raju the assessing officer 
clubbed the salary of his wife. Discuss. 
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SECTION – A 

 Answer any SIX questions. (6  4 = 24 marks)  

1. Legal Representative 

2. Caveat 

3. Res Judicala 

4. Indigent person 

5. Written Statement 

6. Affidavit 

7. Review 

8. Inherent powers 

9. Sufficient cause 

SECTION – B 

 Answer any TWO questions. (2  18 = 36 marks) 

10. Describe the jurisdiction of civil courts as envisaged in Section 9 of CPC. 

11. Narrate the contents of a Plaint. 

12. Explain how a Decree may be executed. 

13. Describe the law relating to legal disability under sections 6,7 and 8 of 

Limitation Act.  
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SECTION – C 

               Answer any TWO questions. (2  20 = 40 marks) 

14. A sues B claiming Rs.1, 00, 000 as compensation for trespass. B in his Written 
Statement claims that he holds a Promissory Note executed by A in his favor 
and he wants to set off that amount against the claim of A. Can B be permitted 
to do so? Explain 

15. X lives in Hyderabad. He has a house in Guntur. Y, a resident of Vijayawada 
has occupied the house illegally. X wants to file a suit claiming possession of 
house . Advise him on place of filing the suit. 

16. A Junior Civil Judge passed a judgment and decree against A,‘A’ has right of 
appeal to District Court. Due to severe illness A filed the appeal after one week 
of the last date of limitation. A filed, along with Memorandum of Appeal, a  
medical certificate issued by a competent authority showing fifteen days of 
hospitalization. The Decree holder objected the filing of appeal after the last 
date. Decide. 

17. A borrowed Rs.1,00,000/- from B by executing a promissory note dated 10/02/20 
14. B died on 02/10/2015 leaving behind a minor child by name X. X filed the 
suit against A on 09/02/2019 stating that he became major on 05/02/2019. X 
filed his date of birth certificate. A contested the suit stating that the suit was 
barred by limitation. Decide. 
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SECTION – A 

 Answer any SIX questions. (6  4 = 24 marks)  

Each question carries 4 marks. 

1. Oral evidence. 

2. Proved. 

3. Relevancy. 

4. Legitimate. 

5. Judgment.  

6. Expert. 

7. Character. 

8. Witness. 

9. Conspiracy. 

SECTION – B 

 Answer any TWO of the following questions. (2  18 = 36 marks) 

Each question carries 18 marks. 

10. What facts are relevant under the Indian Evidence Act? 

11. When the admissions are relevant in Civil Cases? 

12. Explain how for character of a person is relevant. 

13. What in the importance cross-examination and what are the rules regarding 
the cross-Examination? 
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SECTION – C 

 Answer any TWO of the following questions. (2  20 = 40 marks) 

Each question carries 20 marks. 

14. ‘B’ a witness dies after examination in-chief but before his cross-examination – 
Is the evidence of ‘B’ given in Chief Admissible? Give reasons. 

15. ‘P’ makes a communication to his wife ‘Q’ that he has murdered ‘R’, ‘Q’ wishes 
to give evidence of the fact. Can she do go? Give reasons. 

16. The question before the Court was whether a ‘Will’ was written by Mr. Rajesh. 
Mr. Naresh a Co. officer of Rajesh gave evidence of his opinion that its was not. 
Is Mr. Naresh Evidence admissible as an experts opinion? 

17. ‘M’ commits murder of ‘N’. Two police officers are eye witness of this 
occurrence. There is no witness except the police officers. Can Court Convict 
the offender ‘M’ on the basis of testimony of only police officers. Give reasons 
for your answer. 

–––––––––––––– 
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SECTION – A 

 Answer any SIX questions. (6  4 = 24 marks) 

Each question carries 4 marks. 

1. Minor account 

2. Rule in Clayton’s case 

3. Garnishee order 

4. Definition of cheque 

5. E-Banking 

6. Customer 

7. Sans recourse endorsement. 

8. Banking Regulation Act 

9. Reserve Bank of India. 

SECTION – B 

 Answer any TWO of the following questions. (2  18 = 36 marks) 

Each question carries 18 marks. 

10. Define crossing. What are its types? Explain the significance of crossing. 

11. What are the rights and duties of a Bank? 

12. Explain the principles of good lending? What precautions a banker ought to 
take while lending against. (a) shares and (b) Insurance policy. 

13. Write about rights and privileges of a holder in due course. 
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SECTION – C 

 Answer any TWO of the following questions. (2  20 = 40 marks) 

Each question carries 20 marks. 

14. ‘X’ received a cheque of Rs. 2,00,000 from ‘Y’, a thief and presented it for 
payment and appropriated the same. The true owner of cheque challenges 
banker for payment can be succeed? Decide.   

15. There is sufficient balance in the account of X, a non-trader. He presented a 
cheque of Rs. 500 for payment. The cheque is dishonoured by banker without 
stating any reason. He wants to file a case against banker. Can he succeed? 
Decide.  

16. X owned an account with a Bank. He had larger amount in his account. 
Banker revealed his account position to Y. X wants to file a case against 
banker for the breach of duty can he succeed? Decide.  

17. ‘X’ had credit balance in his account. And there is an overdraft in the joint 
account of  ‘X’ and ‘Y’. The banker wants to set (credit balance in X account) off 
against overdraft in Joint Account. Can he do so? Decide. 
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